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We discuss the Hegge prediction for the behavior of inclusive cross sections near the
kinematic boundary, and me compare it with a recent conjecture of Chou and Yang.
Some existing experimental data are analyzed and, in particular, we find no evidence
yet for diffraction dissociation into high masses (three-Pomeranchon coupling).

a+5 ~ c+d» (2)

The purpose of this note is to discuss the pre-
dictions of Regge behavior in inclusive hadronic
reactions' of the type

a + 6 ~ c + anyth1ng»

to compare and contrast them to a recent conjec-
ture of Chou and Yang, ' to indicate what we be-
lieve is the natural way to analyze experimental
data, to show some examples of such an analy-
sis, and to point out the significance of future ex-
periments for the multiperipheral model and the
understanding of diffraction dissociation and the
Pomeranchuk singularity.

For concreteness, let a be the projectile and
5 the target in the reaction of Eq. (1). We de-
scribe the process in the projectile frame, in
which a is at rest and 5 is incident with momen-
tum -p~ along the z axis. We call p~~ the z (i.e.,
longitudinal) component of the momentum of the
observed particle c, and p, the transverse one.
For an exclusive two-body process,

at any given incident energy there is only one de-
gree of freedom, and therefore only a curve in
the p~~, p~ plane of Fig. 1 is kinematically acces-
sible. The curve 18 an ellipse and ln the 1nfl-
nite-energy limit, it approaches the parabola

2m~/[! —mg m~ pJ.2 2 2 (3)

which is shown in Fig. 1. Each point of the
curve can be labeled by the invariant momentum
transfer between pal t1cles 9 and c:

t = ( p,-t,)' =m, '+m, '-2E, nI ..

The kinematically allowed region for the in-
clusive reaction (1) at high energy is the interior
of the pRI abola (3). Accol'dlIlg to tile scRllIlg hy-
pothesis of Feynman' and of Benecke, Chou,

Yang, and Yen, ' at high energy the inclusive
cross section E,do„'/d'P, approaches a nonvan-
ishing, energy-independent limit at any point
within this region. ' This limit is a function of
pii and p~, and we want to study its behavior in
the vicinity of the kinematic boundary (3).

The Regge model gives a relation between the
behavloI' near the k1nematlc llmlt of the 1nclu-
sive process (1) and the high-energy behavior of
corresponding exclu81ve pl ocesses. In tI1e limit
of large c.m. -energy squared, s, large missing-
mass squared, s', and large ratio s/s', we can
write'

d(x' 1 s '"''
IG„(t)I'v„'"(s', t). (5)
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FIG. 1. Asymptotic kinematical boundary for the
process p+p p+ anything in the projectile frame. The
dashed circle is a constant-t path.

Here o. (t) is the Regge trajectory exchanged (see
Fig. 2). It couples to particles a and c with a
residue function G„(t), and controls the high-en-
ergy behavior of two-body processes in which
this coupling is involved, e.g. »

a+c —c+n.
v»'"(s', t) can be interpreted as a total cross
section for Reggeon-particle scattering.

Let us consider a constant-t path in the kine-
matically allowed region, i,e., a path of constant
E, Isee Eq. (4) and Fig. 1]. As we approach the
boundary of Eq. (3), P approaches the value

P~~
'"" "'(t) =(»i,'--iii, '+t)/2»i, . For s' suffi-
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FIG. 2. Dominant diagram near the kinematical

boundary in the rest frame of particle a at high energy.
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ciently large, we can write

s~/s=(p "'"""'Y-p )/nt =-&/nt

This relation shows that, in the region of large
s', we can come arbitrarily close to the bound-

ary, if the energy squared s is large enough.
Thus, Eq. (5) is the Regge prediction for the be-
havior of the asymptotic single-particle spectrum
near the kinematical boundary. If we assume
oz~ to be asymptotically constant 1n 8', we ob-
tain

(t fixed, s' large, and s/s' large).
We shouM like to comment on a recent similar

predi. ction by Chou and Yang. ' These authors re-
late the behavior of the inclusive cross section
nea1 the klnemat1c llm1t to the h1gh-energy be-
havior of the dominant two-body differential
cross section (2). When the latter vanishes as-
ymptotically, they call the inclusive process un-
favored fragmentation, and conjecture that its
spectrum goes to zero on the kinematical bound-
ary, Alternatively, if the two-body process does
not vanish asymptotically, they expect the inclu-
sive spectrum not to go to zero as one approach-
es the boundary (favored fragmentation). We note
that, from the Regge point of view, the inclusive
spectrum does not vanish whenever a(t) ~ 0.5,
whereas two-body cross sections require n(t) =1
in order not to vanish asymptotically.

In practice we can hope that Eq. (7) should be
valid for missing masses above a few GeV and
ratios s/s' larger than, or of the order of, 5 or
10. These constraints do not leave much room

= t=-.50—

t= —.52

0
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FIG. 8. Inclusive spectra from the experiment of
Ref. 9. The experimental points have been interpolat-
ed to obtain the cross sections at constant values of t.
Cross sections are in barns and momenta in GeV/c.
The lines are to guide the eye. The dashed lines cor-
respond to the asymptotic slope predicted by the Begge
model: in (a) for nucleon exchange with ~~(0) =-0.8, in
(b) for A exchange with c.A(0) = -0.75. The arrows in-
dicate actual kinematic limits at the energy of the ex-
periment. Asymptotically, the kinematic limit in these
plots moves to infinity.

to check Eq. (7) with presently available experi-
mental data, but, nevertheless, we analyze be-
low the high-precision single-particle spectra
measured by Allaby et at. ' in 19.2-GeV/c pp col-
lisions, to explore the present trends and to
provide a background for our expectations for
future higher energy experiments.

(a) p+p-m'+anytjung. —In this case, the ex-
change of the nucleon and 6 Regge poles is possi-
ble, as in the corresponding two-body process
—backward ~'p scattering. It is known that the
6 trajectory is weakly coupled, and that the ef-
fect of thi. s exchange, in spite of its higher inter-
cept, is small at present energies. ' In Fig. 3(a)
we show a plot of the inclusive cross section for
this process. The dashed line represents the as-
ymptotic slope expected for nucleon exchange.
As one can see, it requires a fair amount of
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imagination to infer that there is a region of the
data compatible with this slope. Actually, the
energy is not high enough, so that we cannot at-
tain a region for which both s/s' and s' are si-
multaneously large. For the points for which
s/s' is not large, we get substantial background
contributions, which, in the multiperipheral mod-
el, can be attributed to nonend diagrams —analog-
ous to u-channel exchanges in two-body process-
es. On the other hand, when s/s' finally becomes
respectable, the missing mass s' is too near its
kinematic limit, indicated by the arrow in Fig.
3(a), and therefore the approximations made in

Eq. (7) are no longer valid.
(b) P +P-m +anything. —In this case, we alrea. -

dy know that we can only expect a weakly coupled
b, exchange. In practice, Fig. 3(a) shows only
the steep behavior corresponding to the disap-
pearance of the background.

(c) p+p-K'+anythi, nI, .—Here we expect the Z

and A trajectories to contribute. The data are
presented in Fig. 3(b). The dashed line corre-
sponds to the somewhat more strongly coupled A

exchange. ' The same comments made for the n'
spectrum are relevant here although, in this
case, the. quantitative agreement seems to be
better.

(d) P+P-/+anything. —This is probably the
most interesting case, and we are in a somewhat
better position kinematically. The kinematic
limit in the missing mass is much further away,
and, for values of s' greater than 4 (GeV)', we
are above the region where resonance production
is important. (An indication of this is the smooth-
ness of the data of Ref. 7 in this region. ) Fur-
thermore for s™4 (GeV)', we have s/s'=10 and

we may expect that Eq. (7) is relevant. In Fig.
3(c) we present the data at various values of t.
For completeness, we have included, for the
lowest t value, a portion of the data when reso-
nance production is visible. In the region just
above resonance production the spectrum is quite
flat, which indicates that the intercept of the ex-
changed trajectory is approximately equal to 0.5.
Thus, it appears that the dominant exchange is
not the vacuum trajectory, but rather something
like the p, cu, P', etc. This, of course, is not
what one expects from elastic pP scattering.
That lower exchanges are seen in inelastic scat-
tering, however, is not altogether surprising,
since it is well known, or, at least, well suspect-
ed, that the inelastic Pomeranchon coupling is
small. Thus, even though the vacuum trajectory
has a higher intercept, it does not yet dominate

at the distances from the asymptotic boundary
that can be explored at this energy. From the
Regge point of view, the present constant trend
of this inclusive cross section, as we approach
the kinematical boundary, is not an effect relat-
ed to the dominant mechanism in elastic scatter-
ing, but, rather, is due to nonleading exchanges,
of a=0.5.

Our analysis of the present experimental situa-
tion shows that at 20 GeV/c we are still far from
having verified the Regge prediction in inclusive
experiments, but it indicates where one should
focus one's attention. For the case of nonvacuum
quantum-number exchanges, experiments at the
new accelerators should be able to test the Regge
prediction in its region of validity. For the case
of vacuum exchange the question is more subtle,
since it involves probing the nature of the Pom-
eranchuk singularity. Our analysis, based on
the treatment of this singularity as a pole, tends
to confirm that its coupling to inelastic process-
es is small, which is in agreement with current
multiperipheral estimates. " A quantitative mea-
surement of diffraction dissociation into large
masses clearly requires high energies, and is
most desirable. A Regge analysis of such an ex-
periment, along the lines indicated in this note,
would provide information on the high-energy
Pomeranchon-particle total cross section. " In
the language of De Tar et al. ,

' such an experi-
ment would measure the three-Pomeranchon ver-
tex. We believe that, in any model of particle
production, this measurement would yieM one of
the most important and still unknown parameters
in the regime of ultrahigh energies. "

We would like to acknowledge stimulating con-
versations with M. Baker, N. Bali, G. F. Chew,
and R. P. Feynman.
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We show that, contrary to present practice and belief, double-partic1e-exchange con-
tributions to hadronic scattering amplitudes are not negligible. We introduce a hierarchy
of exchange mechanisms: (i) Pomeranchon; (ii) single pole exchange (including pole-
Pomeranchon cuts), (iii) double parhcle exchange, etc. The relative strength of any
pair of consecutive terms in this hierarchy of amplitudes is of order q = gov ', where
pp 0.6 BeV ~ At v=5 BeV, double particle exchange amplitudes may contribute to
25-50% of the cross section for inelastic processes and should not be ignored.

Phenomenological studies of hadronic reactions
at intermediate and high energies usually assume
that the single-particle-exchange mechanism' is
dominant at these energies. The absence of im-
portant "exotic" exchanges is usually considered
as evidence for the smallness of the contributions
of double particle exchange (or the Regge cuts
generated by the exchange of two "ordinary"
Regge poles). A typical parametrization of a
hadronic amplitude at an energy of a few BeV
normally involves a few single-pole terms and
perhaps a cut generated by the Pomeranchon and
an "ordinary" pole (or some equivalent term
such as an absorption correction). Double par-
ticle exchange is almost always ignored, even
at 3 or 4 BeV.

In this paper we argue that this practice is un-

justified and that there is strong evidence for the
importance of double particle exchange (DPE) at
energies of a few BeV. Several clues indicate
that the ratio between a DPZ amplitude and a
single particle enchan-ge ampli-tude at any given
energy is roughly the same as tke ratio between
the single particLe exchang-e term a-nd the Pom-
eranchon exchange am-plitude at the same energy
This ratio is typically'0. 2-0.3 at p~-5 BeV. We
may introduce a hierarchy of contributions for a
given energy, with the Pomeranchon-exchange
amplitude as the leading term, followed by sin-
gle particle exchange, ' double particle exchange,
etc. The ratio q between the strengths of any
two consecutive terms in this hierarchy is rough-
ly given by'q-q, v ' ', where v is the laboratory
energy and pp 0 6 BeV'~'.


